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ABSTRACT
This work presents performance analysis of a parallel computing algorithm for deriving solar quiet daily (Sq)
variations of geomagnetic field as a proxy of Space weather. The parallel computing hardware platform used
involved multi-core processing units. The parallel computing toolbox of MATLAB 2012a were used to develop our
parallel algorithm that simulates Sq on eight Intel Intel Xeon E5410 2.33 GHz processors. A large dataset of
geomagnetic variations from 64 observatories worldwide (obtained for the year 1996) was pre-processed, analyzed
and corrected for non-cyclic variations leading to [366 x 276480] partitioned matrix, representing 101,191,680
measurements, corresponding to International Quiet Day (IQD) standard for the longitude, latitude and the local
time of the individual stations. The parallel algorithm was four times faster than the corresponding sequential
algorithm under same platform and workload. Consequently, Amdahl and Gustafson’s models on speedup
performance metric were improved upon for a better optimal result.
Keywords : Parallel Computing, Multicore architecture, parallel slowdown, Geomagnetic field, Space weather
1 INTRODUCTION
The standard evaluation and performance analysis of
parallel computing system is a complex task. This is due
to factors that determine speedup and parallel slowdown
parameters. In order to re-evaluate some intrinsic speedrelated factors, an experimental and empirical case study
of parallel computation may be more appropriate for
generalization and determination of relationship that exist
among the benchmark metrics. According to Hwang and
Xu [11], parallel computations involve the use of multiple
and high-capacity computing resources such as vector
processors, storage memories, interconnect and
programming techniques to solve and produce optimized
results of large and/or complex problems. Such tasks
commonly found in financial modeling, scientific and
engineering disciplines involve intensive computation in a
shortest possible time. Parallel computing is a platform
that harmonizes all essential computing resources and
components together for seamless operation. It ensures
scalability and efficient performance under procedural but
stepwise design. It is worthy to note that the ultimate aim
of parallel computation is to reduce total cost of
ownership and increase performance gain by saving time
and cost. [13], [2], [27] and [21] have also proved that
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parallel computation increases efficiency as well as
enhanced performance of a well-developed parallel
algorithm could produce optimized results. [14], [19] and
[5] extend the platforms and architecture of platforms of
parallel computing to include multicores, many-core
GPU, Beowulf, grid, cloud and cluster computing. Their
variations largely depend on the architectural design and
topology of the vector processors, memory models, bus
interconnectivity with attendant suitable benchmark
parameters and standard procedures for performance
analyses.
The aim of this analysis is to evaluate the efficiency of
our developed algorithm in terms of runtimes,
optimization of results and how well the hardware
resources are utilized. The evaluations were used to
improve on benchmark models for performance analysis.
Execution runtime is the time elapsed from when the first
processor starts the execution to when the last processor
completes it. Gropp et al [6] and [20] split the total
runtime on a parallel system into computation time,
communication time and idle time while vector
processors operate on large dataset concurrently. Wulf &
McKee [26] explained how compiler automatically
vectorizes the innermost loops by breaking the work into
segments and blocks. The functional units are pipelined to
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operate on the blocks or loops within a single clock cycle
as the memory subsystem is optimized to keep the
processors fed at same clock rate. Since the compilers do
much of the optimization automatically, the user only
needs to resolve complexity and where there are
difficulties to the compiler such as vectorization of loops
and variable slicing. MPI, compiler directives, OpenMP,
pThreads packages and other in-built job schedulers of
application generators are among tools for parallelizing
programs so as to run on multiple processors.
Gene and Ortega [4] along with Gschwind [7] noted that
advancement in multicore technology has paved way for
development of efficient parallel algorithms and
applications for complex and large numerical problems
which are often found in science, engineering and other
disciplines of human endeavours Multicore technology
includes integration of multiple CPUs on a chip and inbuilt caches that could reduce contention on main
memory for applications with high temporal locality.
Caches are faster, smaller memories in the path from
processor to main memory that retain recently used data
and instructions for faster recall on subsequent access.
Task parallelism favours cache design and thereby
increases optimization and faster speed of execution.
There is a direct relationship between processors
performance and efficiency of parallel computing.
Although floating-point operations per second is a
common benchmark measurement for rating the speed of
microprocessors, many experts in computer industry feel
that FLOPS measurement is not an effective yardstick
because it fails to take into account factors such as the
condition under which the microprocessor is running
which includes workload and types of operand included
in the floating-point operations. This has led to the
creation
of
Standard
Performance
Evaluation
Corporation. Meanwhile, parallel computation with
vector processors and optimized programming structure
require enhanced methodology for performance
evaluation.
Solar quiet daily (Sq) variation of geomagnetic field is a
current in the ionosphere responsible for magnetic
perturbation on the ground that is measureable by groundbased magnetometers through magnetic components
variability. In a study carried out by [22], it was found out
that variability of solar quiet at middle latitude resulting
from ionospheric current density is a precursor for Sq
variation. Although, much work has been done using
seasonal, annual, hourly and diurnal geomagnetic dataset,
the use of finer and higher time resolution of one-minute
data which involve data-intensive computations would
provide more useful result and better insight to
observation and prediction of Sq variation and
Copyright © 2012 SciResPub.

subsequently helpful for monitoring Space weather and
its effects on Space-borne and ground based technological
systems. Analysis of high-performance parallel
computation of Sq algorithm using one-minute time
resolution of 1996 magnetic dataset from 64 observatories
worldwide led to the enhancement of Amdahl’s
performance analysis model [1].
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we
describe briefly the background this work. Section 3
shows methods of analysis and Sq parallel algorithm we
developed. Section 4 discusses the results obtained and
we conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF PARALLEL
SYSTEMS
Amdahl [1] and Gustafson [8] propounded laws that
defined theories and suitable metrics for benchmarking
parallel algorithms performance. Gene Myron Amdahl’s
law [1] specifically uncovers the limits of parallel
computing while Gustafson’s law [8] sought to redress
limitation encountered on fixed workload computation.
Amdahl's [1] law states that the performance
improvement to be gained from using high-performance
parallel computing mode of execution is limited by the
fraction of the time the faster mode can be used.
Amdahl’s model assumes the problem size does not
change with the number of CPUs and wants to solve a
fixed-size problem as quickly as possible. The model is
also known as speedup, which can be defined as the
maximum expected improvement to an overall system
when only part of the system, is improved. Woo and Lee
[25] as well as other authors have interpreted and
evaluated Amdahl [1] and Gustafson’s laws [8] on
benchmarking parallel computing performance in terms
of various computing platforms. Hill and Marty [10]
analyzed performance of parallel system on multicore
technology and evaluated how scalable a parallel system
could be from pessimistic perspective. Xian-He and Chen
(2010) reevaluated how scalable a parallel algorithm is by
the analysis and application of Amdahl’s theorem [1].
2.1
Performance Metrics
The metrics used for evaluating the performance of the
parallel architecture and the parallel algorithm are parallel
runtime, speedup, efficiency, cost and parallel slowdown
factor as follows:
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2.11

Speedup is given as:

Where Ts = runtime of the Sq serial program
 Tp = runtime of the Sq parallel algorithm
using p processors
 T1 = runtime using one CPU
 Ts = runtime of the fastest sequential program
Speed of sequential algorithm subjectively depends
largely on the methodology of array or matrices
manipulation and programming structure. Thus, serial
runtime, Ts, must be developed to be the fastest algorithm
for a particular problem, on this premise Amdahl’s law
could be proven right and validated. Therefore, it is rarely
assumed that T1 equals Ts.
The interpretation of Amdahl's Law [1] is that speedup is
limited by the fact that not all parts of a code can run
completely in parallel. According to Amdahl’s laws,
equation (2) defines speedup (Sp) as a function of
sequential and parallel segments of a program with
respect to number processors (p) used.

explained that increasing number of CPUs to solve bigger
problem would provide better results in the same time.
From the foregoing, the Amdahl’s law was simplified to
re-define speedup with respect to computation time as
follows:
Computation time on the parallel system, T p, can be
expressed as:
T p = ts + tp

(3)

Where ts = computation time spent by the sequential
section
tp = computation spent by the parallel section
While computation time on the sequential system, T s, can
be expressed as:
Ts = ts + p * tp
Applying equation (1)

(4)

Therefore,
(6)
Where the term f denotes the fraction of program
operations executed sequentially on a single processor
and the term (1 - f) refers to the fraction of operations
done in optimal parallelism with p processors.
Generally, algorithm or program code is composed of
parallel and serial sections. Obviously, it is impracticable
to speed up parallel section absolutely due to bottleneck
caused by sequential section. In equation (2), when the
number of processors goes to infinity, the code speedup is
still limited by 1 / f.
Amdahl's law indicates that the sequential fraction of
code has much effect on speedup and overall efficiency of
the processors allocation. This accounts for the need for
large and complex problem sizes when employing
multiple parallel processors so as to obtain better
performance on a parallel computer. Amdahl [1] proved
that as the problem size increases the opportunity for
parallelism grows and the sequential fraction shrinks.
In addition to Amdahl’s law [1], John L. Gustafson [8]
found out that complex problems show much better
speedup than Amdahl predicted. Gustafson concentrated
on computation time instead of the problem size. He
Copyright © 2012 SciResPub.

Sp = f + p(1-f)

(7)

The Gustafson’s law clearly states that the variation of
problem is indirectly proportional to sequential part
available with respect to execution runtimes. These laws
were previously applicable in mainframe, minicomputer
and personal computer periods. Experimentally, these
laws are still valid for evaluating parallel computing
performance in the cluster and multicore technology eras.
Amdahl’s equations [1] assume, however, that the
computation problem size would not change when
running on enhanced machines. This means that the
fraction of a program that is parallelizable remains fixed.
Gustafson [8] argued that Amdahl’s law doesn’t do justice
to massively parallel machines because they allow
computations previously intractable in the given time
constraints. A machine with greater parallel computation
ability lets computations operate on larger data sets in the
same amount of time. In this work, however, the multicore specifications used performed well under Amdahl’s
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assumptions [28].

2.12
Scalability and Efficiency (λ)
[17], [23] and [9] defined scalability of a parallel program
as its ability to achieve performance proportional to the
number of processors used. The continual increment of
vector processors in parallel computation improves
parallel code continuously as can be measured with
speedup performance metric. Efficiency is a measure of
parallel performance that is closely related to speed up
and is often also presented in a description of the
performance of a parallel program. Efficiency (λ) of a
parallel system is given as:
Feature
Model
Processor clock
speed
Front-side Bus
speed
L2 Cache
Memory
Operating System

Specification
Dell PowerEdge 2950
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
@ 2.33GHz (8 CPUs)
1333MHz

E5410

4MB per core
16378MB RAM
Windows Server® 2008 HPC
Edition (6.0, Build 6001) (64-bit)

time resolution magnetic data due to non-availability of
high-performance computing resources in terms of
complexity involved parallel programming and parallel
hardware. The Sq model gives a near-comprehensive
spatial and temporal representation of Earth's complex
magnetic field system. According to [24], Sq considers
sources in the core, crust, ionosphere, and magnetosphere
which accounts for induced fields in the E-region.
Sequential and parallel MATLAB m-file programs were
developed to solve for Sq mean values on monthly
representations. Performance improvement was made to
code segments that used inner loop for 1440 iterations
and outer loop for 64 times along side with variables
slicing so as to reduce average runtimes and thereby
improving overall performance. The main sliced variables
were indexed and arranged logically so as to enable ease
of parallelization and subtasks allocation to eight
processors. Table 1 shows the system specifications of
the parallel hardware architecture used for processing the
Sq algorithm. The system comprises of dual quad
(8*CPUs) with L2 cache of 4MB per core and primary
memory of 16GB RAM. The most critical challenge
involved was the division and allocation of the Sq
algorithm subtasks to each processor in the multicore
design shown in figure1.
Table 1: Systems parameters

Factors determining efficiency of parallel algorithm
include the following:
 Load balance – this involves distribution of tasks
among processors
 Concurrency – this involves processors working
simultaneously
 Overhead – this involves additional work (other
than the real processing) either not available or an
extension
responsibility
to
sequential
computation
3.
METHODOLOGY
In this study, we developed sequential and parallel
algorithms with their corresponding program codes for
computation of solar quiet daily (Sq) variations of
geomagnetic field in horizontal, vertical and nadir
components. One-minute resolution of geomagnetic data
from 64 observatories worldwide were used in preference
to conventional resolution of seasonal, yearly, monthly,
diurnal or hourly time resolution. Although, one-minute
time resolution of the magnetic data used for the analysis
generated large matrices, the parallel computation
provided better result in a reasonable time. Some previous
works by [12], [15], [18], [3], [16] were limited to low
Copyright © 2012 SciResPub.

The analysis of Sq parallel algorithm was based on
Amdahl’s laws and models with respect to the fixed
workload that involved computation of Sq using oneProcessor Execution Computation Overhead
(ρ)
time(s)
time(s)
time(s)
1
801.549
791.347
10.202
2
409.737
402.514
7.223
3
302.236
294.904
7.332
4
242.909
235.39
7.519
5
218.074
210.46
7.614
6
208.901
201.054
7.847
7
192.848
184.768
8.08
8
185.517
177.03
8.487
minute magnetic data of year 1999 when solar activities
were empirically proved to be minimal. The multicore
systems involved Intel Xeon E5410 processors as highperformance platform for easy parallelization of Sq

Fi
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Fig.2 shows the schematic of the parallel algorithm
developed and the improved model for speedup
performance metric on the basis of Amdahl’s theorem.
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RAM Memory
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L2
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L2
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L2
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L2

Master Node (Client node)

Shared Memory Model

Core 2
L2

Many-cores

Core 1
L2

computations and application development. Table 2
shows the execution, computation and overhead runtimes
of the parallel algorithm on eight parallel processors.
Execution time is total observed time for the parallel
algorithm to run using a given number of processor.
Computation time is the actual duration for processing the
problem, while the overhead time is the time taken to
slice the computation into sub-tasks, assign tasks to
processors, and collect the intermediary results and close
the ports as expressed in equations (9) to (11).
Execution time (Et) includes computation time (Ct) and
overhead time (Ot) as shown in equation (9).
Et = Ct + Ot
(9)
The Computation time can be further divided into 2 parts
as follows:
Ct = ts + tp
(10)
Where ts = computation time needed for the sequential
section
tp = computation time needed for the parallel section
Clearly, if the problem was parallelized, only tp could be
minimized. Considering an ideal parallelization, we
obtain:
(11)
Table 2: Execution, computation and overhead runtimes
of the parallel algorithm
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Slave Nodes (8 CPUs)

Initialization

Input geomagnetic
dataset, coordinate
values

Launch 8 CPUs (p)
as slave Nodes

Initialization

Preprocessing and extraction of magnetic data
in HDZ components

Computation of intermediate Sq parameters, analysis of speedup, efficiency
performance metrics, K, for i

code segmentations

Waiting
Collation of Sq,
speedup and efficiency results

No
Is p=8?

Performance evaluation
Equation (20)

Yes

Return intermediate results
End

Fig. 2: Sq parallel Algorithm and Performance Analysis
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The coefficient of determination was computed using
Person’s method as stated in equation (14). The equation
for the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient,
R, is defined:
Major causes of overhead time were attributed to
processors
load
imbalance,
inter-processor
communications (synchronization), time to open and
close connections to the slave nodes and idle time.
Considering equation (1), the percentage of sequential
portion carried out in the computation can be empirically
expressed as follows:
(12)
From table 2, when p =8, S = 4.32, that is, S(8) = 4.32.
Substituting these values into equations (2) and (12), the
percentage of sequential portion; f ≈12.2% while the
percentage of parallel portion is ≈ 87.8% as indicated in
section 4 of table 4 and 5. This result confirmed Amdahl
explanation that typical values of “f” could be large
enough to support single processors. The Sq was
computed with 8 processors in a parallel environment and
speedup factor was used to display how the developed
parallel code scales and improves in performance as
shown in fig.3.
5

Speedup(Sp)

4
3
2
1
0
1

2

3

4

5

Number of Processors (ρ)

6

7

8

Fig. 3: Speedup vs number of processors
The speedup curve was logarithmic in nature as shown by
the fig. 3 above. The logarithmic function explains effect
of processors variability on the performance of a parallel
system. The strong value coefficient of determination (R2)
indicates a strong relationship between the observed and
unobserved values. Regression analysis was used to
generate an equivalent model as shown in equation 13.
Sp= 1.6468*ln(ρ) + 0.9293
Copyright © 2012 SciResPub.

(13)

(14)
0≤ R≤ 1
Where t1 are the observed runtimes while t2 are the
predicted runtimes. The coefficient of determination is
(R² = 0.9951) is indicated on the graphs. It is suffice to
note that the polynomial and spine interpolation
algorithms applied gave reasonable predicted values up to
near the observed values after which Runge phenomenon
manifested.
The number of processors was varied from one (1) to
eight (8) and the execution runtimes in seconds are
recorded in table 3.
Table 3: Performance metrics for the parallel
algorithm
Effici
Time Speedup
ency
CPU Execution
(ρ)
Time(s)
(min) (Sρ)
(%)
1
801.55
13.36 1.00
100.0
2
409.74
6.83
1.96
97.81
3
302.24
5.04
2.65
88.40
4
242.91
4.05
3.30
82.49
5
218.07
3.63
3.68
73.51
6
208.90
3.48
3.84
63.95
7
192.85
3.21
4.16
59.38
8
185.52
3.10
4.32
54.01
Ideally, from table 3, if a single CPU took 801.55
seconds to process the Sq problem, it may be reasonable
to agree that 8 CPUs would spend 801.55/8 = 100.19
seconds to solve the same problem. However, it was
observed that execution runtime using eight processors is
185.52 seconds. The difference was due to overhead time
intrinsically incurred in the process of parallelization at
software and hardware levels.
3.1
The relationship of the Performance Metrics
A comparison analysis was carried out between the
performances of serial and parallel algorithms for the
solution and execution of Sq algorithm considering the
runtime of the fastest serial algorithm. Fig.4 shows the
efficiency of the parallel computation as a function of
how well the processors were utilized to carry out the
assigned jobs or tasks.
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Where k = constant parameter for parallel overhead

120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Efficiency (λ)

The parameter (k) is a quantifiable parallel-parameter that
largely depends on systems parameters (hardware and
software – algorithm, compilers and memory) as they
actually influence the processing speed of the algorithm.
Therefore, the systems of the parameters of the parallel
architecture must be stated as a reference point and preconditions for the determination of the efficiency of a
parallel algorithm.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Number of Processors (ρ)

Fig. 4: Efficiency of the parallel algorithm
The efficiency curve shows a negative gradient as the
efficiency reduces with increased number of processors.
This metric measures the effectiveness of parallel
algorithm with respect to the computation time.
Therefore, the efficiency (λ) is a function of load-balance
(μ), concurrency (τ), and parallel overhead (γ) parameters
as expressed in equations (15) and (16). The subtasks, U,
must exit, job divisible, for a parallel computation to hold.
λ = f (μ, τ, γ)

(15)

4.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The sequential program runs for 18.5 minutes on a single
CPU, the optimized parallel version of the code runs for
801.55 seconds on one CPU, thus affirming that Ts ≠ T(1)
occurs due to overhead cost variations incur by processors
in parallel. However, the parallel program runs for 13
minutes on a single CPU. Parallelization details are given
in table 4 and 5.
Table 4: Sequential or parallel algorithm running on a
single CPU
P(1)
100% Sequential

So,

This gives,
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Table 5: The percentage runtimes for parallel and
sequential section of the algorithm
Number of Percentage
Processors Parallelized
11%
P(1)
11%
P(2)
11%
P(3)
11%
P(4)
11%
P(5)
11%
P(6)
11%
P(7)
11%
P(8)

Percentage
Serialized

12% Sequential

Load-balance (μ) was implemented by distributing
subtasks (with subscript i) to processors, p, from i to n
where n is the total number of parallel segments such as
loop into which the program code or algorithm can be
divided. Efficiency describes the average speedup per
processor. Table 3 vividly shows that the nominal value of
efficiency at a given processor lies between 0 and 1 (or
simply, 0% ≤ φ ≤100%). Efficiency (λ) of the parallel
algorithm was observed to be directly proportional to
load-balance and concurrency, and at the same time
indirectly proportional to the overhead cost of the
workload. We derived mathematical relationships among
the parallel computing performance parameters in
equations (17) to (19) as follows:
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According to the Sq parallel computation runtimes, the
values of speedup are less than the number of processors,
that is, Sp < p.
This confirms the Amdahl’s theory for an ideal system of
fixed-workload with attendant difficulty in obtaining
speedup value equal to the number of processors. The
execution parallel program has a fraction, f =12%, which
could not be parallelized and therefore was executed
sequentially. Table 4 shows that 88% of the program was
parallelized using eight processors. Therefore, Amdahl’s
equation was modified and improved upon so as to
account for parameter (k) as an overhead function that
determines accuracy of the speedup and relative overall
performance of a parallel algorithm on parallel systems as
shown in equation (20).

Where n = number of threads and processes of the parallel
algorithm or code
5.
CONCLUSION
Parallelization improves the performance of programs for
solving large and/or complex scientific and engineering
design problems. Metrics used to describe the
performance include execution time, speedup, efficiency,
and cost. These results complement existing studies and
demonstrate that parallel computing and multicore
platforms provide better performance of space weather
parameter, Sq with the use of higher time resolution
magnetic data.
In this study, we analyze performance of parallel
computation of Sq using data-intensive one-minute time
series magnetic data from 64 observatories worldwide.
The fraction of the Sq program that could not be
parallelized was identified and minimized according to
Amdahl’s model and recommendations multicore
platform of eight parallel processors under fixed-time and
memory-bound conditions The algorithm and model
developed showed that speedup anomalies result from
excessive overheads by Input and Output operations,
sequential bottle algorithm, memory race condition, too
small or static problem size, extreme sequential code
segments and workload imbalance. The anomalies were
tackled by evaluating the derived parallel-parameter K, as
an intrinsic augment to Amdahl’s model as expressed in
the derived mathematical expression. This improved
model further complements the previous results obtained
by some other authors [28].
Copyright © 2012 SciResPub.
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